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Collaborative Service
At Yale Printing & Publishing Services (YPPS), FY20 was shaping up to be a fine year. Revenues were up
5.2% for the fiscal year through February 2020. This increase had YPPS trending toward a profit of $400,000
for the year. Then COVID struck and revenues decreased by 42% as the University shut down with only
essential workers allowed on campus from March to May 31st.
While YPPS provided some essential services, such as check printing, multi-function printers and mail (both
regular outgoing and fundraising), it certainly didn’t translate into normal revenue streams.
Then the full reality of COVID hit. The COVID needs included signage, virtual commencement website
development, the ongoing essential work. Then, as with everywhere else, PPE became a priority.
At Yale University, the Environmental Health & Safety department (EHS) is responsible for the general safety
and healthy working conditions at the University. They were the ones who initially obtained PPE supplies and
distributed them on a very limited basis. Procurement was then called in by EHS to purchase large quantities
of PPE supplies ranging from hand sanitizer to N95 medical masks and pretty much everything in between.
While the University was closed except for the essential workers, the EHS efforts were sufficient to provide
the necessary PPE to those workers. Then on June 1, 2020, the University “reopened”. Researchers were
approved to return based on an application process and approved additional staff were allowed to return. The
plan was to have students return for the Fall semester, which ultimately occurred, safely.
As this transpired, the distribution and management of $5.5 million in PPE supplies became much more
complex. YPPS was initially asked to assist with the distribution of some of these supplies. However, it soon
became apparent that someone had to take control of this effort. While there was a steering committee
involved with overseeing these efforts, it was not looking at the operational complexities that go along with
purchasing, fulfilling, distributing, inventorying and managing this amount of PPE supplies.
This is where YPPS stepped in. All these tasks are things YPPS normally does daily to ensure our $11+
million business functions smoothly. Now with regular business reduced, YPPS quickly and opportunely
volunteered to fulfill and distribute the PPE requests. Initially starting out as simply delivering bulk PPE
supplies to University departments designated by EHS, the need quickly morphed into a much larger and
complex undertaking.
When the University reopened, the PPE steering committee determined a need to provide Return to Yale
supplies to the researchers approved to be back on campus. While the PPE supplies had been procured,
there was no formal process to assemble and distribute them in mass quantities. YPPS became the
fulfillment center for the researcher kits.
There was a formal process managed by EHS to approved researchers to return to campus. YPPS created
an online ordering site (YPPS does web design) to allow researchers to order their supplies. Once these
orders were received by YPPS, they were verified against the approved list. YPPS was acting as the
checkpoint as supplies were not provided to anyone not approved to return. These orders captured all data,
including ID Numbers was captured online and stored in a database to crosscheck against future orders to
avoid duplicate requests. 5,000 orders were assembled and distributed by YPPS to researchers from June 1,
2020 to July 14, 2020.
At the same time, regular staff was also being approved to return. The same process was followed to provide
them with PPE kits to allow for their safe return. An additional ordering webpage was created to manage
these non-researcher PPE supply orders as they were slightly different from the researchers. 2,500 orders
were assembled and distributed by YPPS to these non-researchers from June 1, 2020 to July 14, 2020.
The University then decided it would be a nice gesture to give out Return to Yale Cloth Mask PPE Kits to all
returning to campus, including students. These kits included a small branded gift bag, tissue paper, 3
branded cloth masks, 1 branded lanyard to hold ID’s, 1 – 8 oz. bottle of hand sanitizer, and 1 – 50 count
packet of disinfecting wipes. All these supplies were received individually and the kits had to be assembled.
YPPS assembled 25,245 kits.

Then the distribution process started again. An additional online ordering site for kits was developed by
YPPS. This allowed anyone (including students) or departments approved to return to place kit orders.
20,500 kits were delivered to satisfy these orders.
In addition, the option was given to individuals to pick up their kits. YPPS identified and staffed 5 depot
locations around campus. An individual could walk up to the depot, scan their ID Card and get their kit. As a
means of managing this, YPPS created yet another online system to capture and record the individual’s ID
Card data to prevent handing out duplicates. This approach compared the data obtained from the scanned ID
Card to all the online ordering systems and rejected duplicates. 4,700 kits were distributed by YPPS staff via
the depot pickup approach.
Of course, there was another curve thrown YPPS’ way. The University set up COVID testing centers in 12
locations across campus. In a testing location, the need for PPE is significant and different (e.g., gowns and
gloves) from the PPE distributed to the rest of the staff, faculty and students. Thus, a special web ordering
site was created for the test sites to simplify PPE ordering of PPE not available to the others. This was
extremely important as Yale was performing 9,600 tests per week. YPPS fulfills and delivers these orders
immediately.
Once the Return to Yale Cloth Mask Kit distribution slowed, attention turned to replenishing PPE supplies to
departments, residence halls and schools. The Return to Yale Cloth Mask Kits were only supposed to have
supplies to last for 45 days (cloth masks were obviously longer). So, the YPPS web team developed one
more online ordering system to allow for the reordering of the basic supplies like wipes, sanitizer, disposable
masks, etc. While setting up this system, the previous online ordering sites were modified and combined into
one for simplicity. It’s called changing on the fly, something YPPS can do well but Yale tends to struggle with.
Over 500 replenishment orders were submitted, filled and delivered.
Of course, this led to another concern … who is monitoring and managing the PPE. Remember, there was
$5.5 million in PPE supplies purchased and the initial concern as to distribute quickly and as broadly as
needed. No one was worrying about how much and where. Spreadsheets were being used by numerous
people and departments trying to track what was going on. Inaccurate and semi-effective best describes this.
YPPS, once again, stepped in and proposed using our Avanti system which we used to manage the print
operations. One of the modules is the Inventory system. Why spend money on a new system when there is
one already in-house. The steering committee was skeptical and thought it would take too much time to
implement.
So, YPPS entered all the PPE items into the Avanti Inventory system and then performed manual counts of
the items in the Yale warehouse, stockrooms, YPPS warehouse and other various EHS locations around
campus. These counts were then entered into the Avanti Inventory system. All in one week.
YPPS provided access to the Avanti Inventory system to the Yale Warehouse, Stock Rooms and EHS. The
Avanti Inventory system has the capability to set multiple warehouses to monitor stock by where it is stored.
10 different virtual warehouses were set up in the system to allow for tracking the PPE inventory and
movements.
For example, as purchased items are delivered to the Yale Warehouse, a Receiving transaction is made to
place them in the WR (Yale Warehouse Reserves) warehouse. This is the main location of Yale PPE stock.
Then as YPPS needs PPE to fulfill orders, the Warehouse Manager performs a Move transaction from the
WR warehouse to the Y (YPPS) warehouse. This transaction only moves stock but does not deduct from
inventory since the stock was only moved and has not been issued. Finally, when YPPS fulfills an order,
YPPS creates an Issue transaction in the system that deducts the order quantity from the inventory. This
approach allows for a complete tracking trail from item receipt through order fulfillment.
This way Yale can keep track of all the PPE inventory and usage. YPPS took this a step further by creating a
series of reports that show “burn rate” (aka, usage), inventory quantities on hand, reorder status based on
lead times and usage trends, among other information. This report is distributed to upper management each
week although the data is real time allowing us to know the status immediately.

To summarize,
Initially, YPPS volunteered to assist with a relatively small number of PPE distributions. We were smart
enough to understand the importance of all this and that we were the only ones capable of taking on this this
much larger task. YPPS promised and delivered on these promises and proved to be a primary reason Yale
University was able to reopen for the fall semester and conduct operations and classes safely.
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Collaborative Service – At the start of COVID
At Yale Printing & Publishing Services (YPPS), FY20 was shaping up to be a fine year. Revenues were up 5.2% for the
fiscal year through February 2020. This increase had YPPS trending toward a profit of $400,000 for the year. Then COVID
struck and revenues decreased by 42% as the University shut down with only essential workers allowed on campus from
March to May 31st.
While YPPS provided some essential services, such as check printing,
multi-function printers and mail (both regular outgoing and fundraising), it
certainly didn’t translate into normal revenue streams.
Then the full reality of COVID hit. The COVID needs included signage,
virtual commencement website development, the ongoing essential work. Then, as with everywhere else, PPE became a
priority.
At Yale University, the Environmental Health & Safety department (EHS)
is responsible for the general safety and healthy working conditions at the
University. They were the ones who initially obtained PPE supplies and
distributed them on a very limited basis. Procurement was then called in
by EHS to purchase large quantities of PPE supplies ranging from hand
sanitizer to N95 medical masks and pretty much everything in between.
While the University was closed except for the essential workers, the EHS efforts were sufficient to provide the necessary
PPE to those workers. Then on June 1, 2020, the University “reopened”. Researchers were approved to return based on
an application process and approved additional staff were allowed to return. The plan was to have students return for the
Fall semester, which ultimately occurred, safely.
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YPPS Volunteers
As COVID took hold, the distribution and management of $5.5 million in PPE supplies became much more complex. YPPS was initially
asked to assist with the distribution of some of these supplies. However, it soon became apparent that someone had to take control of this
effort. While there was a steering committee involved with overseeing these efforts, it was not looking at the operational complexities that go
along with purchasing, fulfilling, distributing, inventorying and managing this amount of PPE supplies.
This is where YPPS stepped in. All these tasks are things YPPS normally does daily to ensure our $11+ million business functions
smoothly. Now with regular business reduced, YPPS quickly and opportunely volunteered to fulfill and distribute the PPE requests.
Initially starting out as simply delivering bulk PPE supplies to University departments designated by EHS, the need quickly morphed into a
much larger and complex undertaking.
When the University reopened, the PPE steering committee determined a need to provide Return to Yale supplies to the researchers
approved to be back on campus. While the PPE supplies had been procured, there was no formal process to assemble and distribute them
in mass quantities. YPPS became the fulfillment center for the researcher kits.
There was a formal process managed by EHS to approved researchers to return to campus. YPPS created an online ordering site (YPPS
does web design) to allow researchers to order their supplies. Once these orders were received by YPPS, they were verified against the
approved list. YPPS was acting as the checkpoint as supplies were not provided to anyone not approved to return. These orders captured
all data, including ID Numbers was captured online and stored in a database to crosscheck against future orders to avoid duplicate requests.
5,000 orders were assembled and distributed by YPPS to researchers from June 1, 2020 to July 14, 2020.
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Providing PPE
At the same time, regular staff was also being approved to return. The same process was followed to provide them with PPE kits to allow
for their safe return. An additional ordering webpage was created to manage these non-researcher PPE supply orders as they were slightly
different from the researchers. 2,500 orders were assembled and distributed by YPPS to these non-researchers from June 1, 2020 to July
14, 2020.
The University then decided it would be a nice gesture to give out Return to Yale Cloth Mask PPE Kits to
all returning to campus, including students. These kits included a small branded gift bag, tissue paper,
3 branded cloth masks, 1 branded lanyard to hold ID’s, 1 – 8 oz. bottle of hand sanitizer, and 1 – 50 count
packet of disinfecting wipes. All these supplies were received individually and the kits had to be
assembled. YPPS assembled 25,245 kits.
Then the distribution process started again. An additional online ordering site for kits was developed by
YPPS. This allowed anyone (including students) or departments approved to return to place kit orders.
20,500 kits were delivered to satisfy these orders.
In addition, the option was given to individuals to pick up
their kits. YPPS identified and staffed 5 depot locations
around campus. An individual could walk up to the depot,
scan their ID Card and get their kit. As a means of
managing this, YPPS created yet another online system to capture and record the
individual’s ID Card data to prevent handing out duplicates. This approach compared the
data obtained from the scanned ID Card to all the online ordering systems and rejected
duplicates. 4,700 kits were distributed by YPPS staff via the
depot pickup approach.
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Replenishing PPE
Of course, there was another curve thrown YPPS’ way. The University set up COVID
testing centers in 12 locations across campus. In a testing location, the need for PPE
is significant and different (e.g., gowns and gloves) from the PPE distributed to the rest
of the staff, faculty and students. Thus, a special web ordering site was created for the
test sites to simplify PPE ordering of PPE not available to the others. This was
extremely important as Yale was performing 9,600 tests per week. YPPS fulfills and
delivers these orders immediately.
Once the Return to Yale Cloth Mask Kit distribution slowed, attention turned to
replenishing PPE supplies to departments, residence halls and schools. The Return to
Yale Cloth Mask Kits were only supposed to have supplies to last for 45 days (cloth
masks were obviously longer). So, the YPPS web team developed one more online
ordering system to allow for the reordering of the basic supplies like wipes, sanitizer,
disposable masks, etc. While setting up this system, the previous online ordering sites
were modified and combined into one for simplicity. It’s called changing on the fly,
something YPPS can do well but Yale tends to struggle with. Over 500 replenishment
orders were submitted, filled and delivered.
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Where’s the PPE?
Then there was another concern … who is monitoring and managing the PPE. Remember, there was $5.5 million in PPE supplies
purchased and the initial concern as to distribute quickly and as broadly as needed. No one was worrying about how much and where.
Spreadsheets were being used by numerous people and departments trying to track what was going on. Inaccurate and semi-effective
best describes this.
YPPS, once again, stepped in and proposed using our Avanti system which we used to manage the print operations. One of the
modules is the Inventory system. Why spend money on a new system when there is one already in-house. The steering committee was
skeptical and thought it would take too much time to implement.
So, YPPS entered all the PPE items into the Avanti Inventory system and then performed manual counts of the items in the Yale
warehouse, stockrooms, YPPS warehouse and other various EHS locations around campus. These counts were then entered into the
Avanti Inventory system. All in one week.
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PPE Management
YPPS provided access to the Avanti Inventory system to the Yale Warehouse, Stock Rooms and EHS. The Avanti Inventory system has the
capability to set multiple warehouses to monitor stock by where it is stored. 10 different virtual warehouses were set up in the system to allow for
tracking the PPE inventory and movements.
For example, as purchased items are delivered to the Yale Warehouse, a Receiving transaction is made to place them in the WR (Yale
Warehouse Reserves) warehouse. This is the main location of Yale PPE stock. Then as YPPS needs PPE to fulfill orders, the Warehouse
Manager performs a Move transaction from the WR warehouse to the Y (YPPS) warehouse. This transaction only moves stock but does not
deduct from inventory since the stock was only moved and has not been issued. Finally, when YPPS fulfills an order, YPPS creates an Issue
transaction in the system that deducts the order quantity from the inventory.

This way Yale can keep track of all the PPE inventory and usage. YPPS took this a step further by creating a series of reports that show “burn
rate” (aka, usage), inventory quantities on hand, reorder status based on lead times and usage trends, among other information. This report is
distributed to upper management each week although the data is real time allowing us to know the status immediately.
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To Sum Up
Initially, YPPS volunteered to assist with a relatively small number of PPE
distributions. We were smart enough to understand the importance of all this
and that we were the only ones capable of taking on this much larger task.
YPPS promised and delivered on these promises and proved to be a primary
reason Yale University was able to reopen for the fall semester and conduct
operations and classes safely.
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